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We are creating a social business network to simplify the work of
Internet entrepreneurs, bloggers and regular users who want to
make money on what they have been previously doing for free:
socializing with friends in social networks, leaving likes, posting,
reposting, writing blogs and other activities.

The idea of the platform arose in 2015. 2016 saw the launch of the
beta  version.  In  June  2018  we  launched  the  updated  social
network.  Upon  completion  of  PRE-ICO  we  will  begin
transferring all our developments into a crypto plane 

The launch of the token defines the need to popularize the social
network,  attract  users  from  different  countries,  reduce
transactions within the network to 0 . The release of the token%
will  allow  the  operation  to  be  independent  of  the  payment
services. It will attract funds for increased security, emergence of
the new and useful features as well as the stable operation of the
social network.

All  transactions  within  the  platform  are  conducted  only  in
tokens. Each token can be exchanged for services that are already
presented on the platform.

We launched a unique feature of “Social Mining” that will allow
any user to obtain tokens. Due to this feature, we are planning to
reach 500,000 unique users per day in the first year of operation
and get into the TOP-50 of all sites on the Internet in the first 2-3
years after the completion of the ICO.



1. OBJECTIVE

To  become  the  most  popular,  visited,  reliable,  secure  social
network for MLM, the Internet and offline entrepreneurs in the
world on Ethereum blockchain smart contracts. 



2. PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

On the Internet, there are numerous problems related to the use
of  social  networks,  business  development  and  ways  to  create
personal income. The LeoPays team has identified several of the
main problem areas, four of which require immediate solutions.

2.1 Privacy

Since their inception, social networks have quickly evolved from
simply a place for communication with friends and colleagues to
a toolset for business development and attracting customers. The
advertising industry with a turnover of billions of dollars, is based
on your Internet activity and the use of  social  networks.  More
than 3 billion people use social networks in their everyday lives so
their influence cannot be overlooked.

When you register for free, you provide all the information about
yourself: your habits, the place of residence, the place of work. By
doing it you help the advertising agencies, that are most often a
part of the social networks structure, to learn more about you.
And the more they know, the higher the probability that you will
be forced to make a purchase.

These billions of active users are stored and often sold at a high
price  to  advertising  corporations.  If  you  have  detailed
information  about  a  person's  identity,  their  needs  and  secrets,
corporations  can  easily  use  this  data  to  create  targeted
advertising campaigns.



It has influenced the demand of users for the service, which will
preserve  privacy,  protection of  personal  data and control  over
their use.

LeoPays  is  built  on  the  fundamental  principles  of  privacy  and
security; each user is provided with protection and security. Thus,
it allows for communication and collaboration with everyone you
know in a safe and reliable manner.

Solutions:
• Drastically  change  the  variants  of  interactions  with  the

users, so that the user and his or her information are of top
importance.

• The user decides what data to indicate on the social network
and personalize the appropriate level of protection.

• The  user  decides  what  advertising  information  he/she  is
willing to consider or to refuse.

• Secure information storage on a distributed grid of servers
located in different data centers that are protected against
any type of attack.

Due  to  the  use  of  smart  contracts  in  the  work  of  the  main
functions, the user retains his/her privacy, since the work of the
contract does not require user information, except for the wallet
address.  

2.2  Unjustified  investment  in  advertising  and  promotion

Every day advertisers use social networks for the operations and



development  of  network  companies,  their  businesses  and
projects. The promotion and customer attraction costs amount to
tens,  hundreds,  thousands  of  dollars  and  a  huge  amount  of
personal time. All the while, the business can stand still or be in
the red, because most of these measures do not bring the desired
result, and sometimes they have a reverse effect.

Many  entrepreneurs  spend  their  precious  capital,  their  profits
and  other  means,  trying  to  attract  potential  customers  often
using inefficient methods of advertising. 

A wrong approach to advertising undermines the trust between
the customer and the business. It brings entrepreneurs additional
advertising costs.  As a result, the companies are forced to raise
prices  for  their  products  in  order  to  compensate  for  the  lost
profits.

Neither side gets the desired result, but the companies are more at
risk of losing customers by raising the price, as they feel the need
to compensate the expenses wasted on needless advertising.

The  only  party  that  is  always  in  the  black  is  the  advertising
agencies  (intermediaries),  charging  huge  amounts  from
companies for attracting a possible customer (traffic).

Using  LeoPays  allows  businesses  to  attract  customers  directly
with both parties benefiting from it. On the client side we see an
increase in trust because their habits and behavior in the social
network  are  private  and  not  sold  to  advertising  agencies.  The
business benefits knowing that their marketing campaigns reach
the desired audience more effectively, cutting advertising costs.



Every day advertisers and regular users post on social networks,
upload videos, leave comments and attract traffic to their pages.
By  doing  all  of  that  they  help  corporations  earn  huge  money
without getting even a small share in return.

Social network LeoPays changes the rules.

Solutions:
• Launching  advertising  campaigns  only  for  the  target

audience.
• Activation  of  promotional  packages  also  activates  an

additional  partner  program  through  which  a  partner  can
return a percentage of funds spent, thanks to a unique system
of rewards

• We return to you some of  the money spent on advertising
and using our tools for your business automation through a
unique  affiliate  program  with  a  multi-level  system  should
you recommend its capabilities to your partners and friends.

In addition to active platform partners, there is a unique system
of incentives in the form of bonus awards.

2.3 A beginner in business

Another important problem requiring a solution is to help people
who  are  new  to  the  network  business,  beginner  offline
entrepreneurs or infopreneurs. 

For example, when starting a business with a network marketing



company  the  distributor  faces  a  number  of  problems  that  can
later destroy his desire to work and develop. 

The most common problems in our opinion are:
• working alone without the help of an adviser
• lack of a resource: a website, an online store
• high cost of advertising and its non-profitability
• not knowing your customer
• not knowing your product
• not understanding the business as a whole 

All  this  is  a  small  part  of  what  can  subsequently  lead  to
unnecessary financial expenses and going out of business.

Solutions:
LeoPays is  more than just  a  social  network.  It  includes  all  the
components of an ordinary social network, plus a guided toolset
for automating your business anywhere in the world:

• Advertising  space  with  a  narrowly  targeted  audience  will
attract attention without any extra financial expenses.

• Blogging  service  with  automatic  posting  to  Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, that will inform millions of Internet users
about your idea.

• Automation tools in popular social networks will save you
time and increase your customer base

• Crowdfunding  platform  to  help  you  take  off  with  startup



projects

• A marketplace for any of your products that would be selling
for the LeoPaysCoin token.

• An  educational  center  where  everyone  can  find  valuable
information for themselves or share it with others.

• And much more ...

Using LeoPays allows companies and entrepreneurs to increase
the  audience  of  their  business,  remove  the  barriers  between
language groups and get the message out to millions of potential
customers around the world.

We create a  single center in which everyone can find not only
customers for their products, partners in the business but also a
mentor who will help build the work system.

Thanks to the built-in tools a beginner in any network company
can set up the automated work of his business without too much
effort. He is given an opportunity to use a ready-made store with
products  and  offers  of  his  company  that  will  be  updated  by
specialists  of  the  LeoPays  platform. You do  not  need to worry
about  creating  your  store  since  it  will  be  available  to  you
immediately after registering in the social network.

Using  services  and  tools  for  advertising  you  can  easily  find
potential partners and customers among the users of the social
network.



In  addition  to  the  above,  by  inviting  potential  customers  and
partners into your business, information about which is posted on
your page in the social  network LeoPays,  you build  a  business
structure not only in your company but also on our platform. 

With that in mind we can conclude that it is much more profitable
to promote one social network where all your business proposals
are located than to promote one single company. Accordingly,
the expenses necessary to promote the business are reduced and
your income is increased.  

2.4 Cryptocurrency Mining

In our opinion, there are several more problems that are strongly
associated with the cryptocurrency mining:

• high cost of equipment
• unavailability for most people
• long payback periods
• electricity costs
• costs for renting premises
• payment to operational staff
• risk of losing non mined coins in the pool
• the risk of non-repayable loss of equipment (theft, fire, etc.)
• all kinds of legal problems in different countries

Solutions:
To solve all these problems, we have developed our own system
for extracting tokens without using the usual mining tools. This



system  we  called  "Social  Mining",  which  works  with  the  PoSA
(proof of social activity) protocol.

As a result of the PoSA protocol, the system monitors user activity
around the clock, taking into account all user actions in the social
network: likes, comments, post, time spent on the platform, etc.. 

As  in  the  example  with  conventional  cryptocurrencies  where
mining involves the earnings of  coins that were not previously
issued,  "Social  Mining"  is  also  mining  for  coins  but  not  by



performing  calculations  within  the  blockchain  network  but
instead for user activity in the social network LeoPays.

Due to the "Social Mining", new coins will appear on the market,
issued  monthly  by  the  limited  quantity  that  our  users  have
earned.  As  a  result  of  the  fact  that  the  size  of  mining  directly
depends on social activity, the number of new tokens earned by
an individual user will be critically small to globally influence the
market value. 

All the work of "Social Mining" will be performed by the built-in
smart  contracts,  each  of  which  will  be  responsible  for  its  own
action: checking user activity on the network, charging tokens,
issuing new coins according to the number of mined ones, etc.

"Social Mining", in contrast to the classic cryptocurrency mining,
does  not  require  a  purchase  of  expensive  equipment,  since the
amount of power is made up of social activity and the depth of
your structure. As a result, it becomes available to a huge number
of users who previously did not have this opportunity. Due to the
growth of  your structure, the total capacity of "Social Mining"
also  increases,  increasing  your  income  in  the  form  of  bonus
payments from your structure to a depth of 10 lines. 

Due to the fact that the user does not buy equipment, does not
spend money on renting premises  or electricity, he/she has no
issue with the payback period. He/she starts to earn money right
here and now. 

Since he does not have equipment, there is no prospect of losing
it,  and  all  the  coins  he  earns  are  instantly  credited  to  his/her



account.

That's why if you are ready to become a part of something new,
something  special  and  see  the  world  of  social  networks  in
completely new light, join us.



3. OPPORTUNITIES AND ADVANTAGES

LeoPays is  a  secure social  business  network built  on the use of

smart contracts,  combining the capabilities  of  a  classical  social

network  and  a  convenient  business  area  with  a  wide  range  of

automation, monetization and advertising tools

LPC (LeoPaysCoin) is  the digital  currency of  LeoPays with the

ability to use in a wide range of applications:

• purchases within the social network LeoPays

• payment for advertising campaigns

• activation of business tools: hosting,  Facebook  automation

services, etc.

• trading on the stock exchange

• carrying  out  crowdsales  and  bounty  campaigns  on  the

platform

Much has already been implemented, but there is more to be done

ahead.  The  platform  will  combine  a  high  level  of  privacy  and

security of user data with a most convenient functionality.

3.1 Interaction tool for your business

LeoPays provides an opportunity to create an information blog,



an online store for your brand that will  promptly inform your

customers about the company's news and promotions.  

3.2 Business area

Multi-functional  area  for  convenient  business  operations.  In

addition  to  the  main  functions,  it  will  include  tools  for

conducting and monitoring the ICO and BOUNTY companies. 

3.3 Monetization of original content

LeoPays  will  allow  you  to  create  content  with  access  on  a

subscription basis with payment in LPC. This function is popular

with the creators of master classes and training courses. It also

provides  a  fully  fledged  tool  for  communicating  with  your

subscribers  (channel  for  content  posting,  live  broadcasts,

webinars,  closed  and  open  groups)  along  with  a  convenient

method of payment for training.

3.4 “Cryptolikes” for useful content

LeoPays offers all users the opportunity to reward the creator of

useful content by leaving him a "cryptolike", transferring to him

a small amount of LPC from your wallet. "Cryptolikes" motivate

creators  to  add  new,  useful  materials,  and  users  get  really

valuable content.



3.5 Free features

The main functions of the social network LeoPays are completely

free. Payment is charged only for additional features of the social

network.

3.6 Automation services

At  the  moment  there  are  several  additional  services  on  the

platform that have been launched to automate the work in social

networks. This year the number of tools will increase.  

3.7 Built-in cryptocurrency wallet

Users of LeoPays will be able to transfer and store LPC. Built-in

wallet allows you to keep full control over private keys and at the

same  time  eliminates  the  need  to  download  a  complete

blockchain,  the  size  of  which  can  be  tens  of  gigabytes.  In  the

future  it  will  be  possible  to  store  other  crypto  assets:  BTC,

Ethereum and any compatible ERC20 tokens.

https://leomail.pro/
https://leogr.am/
https://leopo.st/
https://bill.leohost.pro/


3.8 Use of Smart Contracts

Payment for advanced features, opening access to paid content,

rewards  for  “cryptolikes”,  bonus  rewards,  payment  for

advertising  campaigns,  payments  through  partner  programs  in

LeoPays are carried out through smart contracts on the Ethereum

platform.

3.9 Anonymity

A wallet generated on the side of the social network will be used

to identify LeoPays users. The data from the wallet is known only

to you, and the wallet address is known only to the users who you

informed about it.

3.10 Transparency

LeoPays  will  protect  the  privacy  of  users  and  avoid  misuse  of

community data.  If  there is  a need for additional  development

and the addition of a new platform functionality, all changes will

be  presented  to  the  users  of  the  social  network  for  general

analysis.

The  goal  of  LeoPays  is  a  social  business  platform  where  data

belongs to users. The community must manage the network.



4. ABOUT THE LPC TOKEN (LeoPaysCoin)

The LPC token is released on Ethereum blockchain and ERC20. It
is created so that business processes within LeoPays were safe and
transparent. These processes lead to increased confidence in the
system among users and third-party observers.

In  addition  to  the  advantages  presented  in  this  article,  the
platform  introduces  an  innovative  program  to  stimulate
customers involving tokens that are used throughout the system
to facilitate transactions.

To accelerate the development of the platform LeoPays offers to
participate in the ICO (Initial Coin Offering) to all those who are
ready to join something special and new.

After  selling  coins  for  ICO,  you  can  buy  tokens  only  on  stock
exchanges and exchange offices. The appearance of new tokens is
strictly  limited  due to  the fact  that  you can get  them  only  by
showing activity in our social network or as a bonus for storing
tokens on LeoPays wallets. The justified appearance of each new
token can be  tracked in  the personal  area of  the platform. All
tokens unsold during the ICO will be transferred to the "Social
Mining" wallet.



5. PROSPECTS OF TOKEN PRICE GROWTH

The growth of the token price is affected not only by the finite
number but also by the demand for the token within the network.
We can examine the influence of the appearance of new coins on
their market value and capitalization on some examples.

So,  for  example,  if  there  are  10,000  active  users  on  the  social
network that will be online 24 hours a day, 30 days a month, an
average of 200,000 LPC will appear on the market due to "Social
Mining".  In an annual  account, this  is  2.400.000 LPC, which is
only 1.2  of all previously released tokens%

For  comparison,  on  the  social  network  with  an  attendance  of
about 1,000,000 users per day and 100,000,000 registrations, an
average  of  50,000  people  are  online  24  hours  a  day,  30  days  a
month. The calculation is made with an average session time of 10
minutes on the site in mind. Thus, in order to get to the results of
the  appearance  of  coins  described  above,  LeoPays  needs  more
than 20,000,000 registered users, which we plan to reach during
the first  3-5  years  of  operation through motivational  elements
and an international marketing campaign after the ICO. 

Another example: if you imagine that 100  of the LPC that were%
sold  during  the  ICO  will  not  be  spent  but  will  remain  in  the
wallets  of  the owners  then the monthly number of  tokens  will
increase by only 3 . Given that 200,000,000 tokens are issued in%
the  ICO,  6.000.000  LPC  will  be  issued  monthly.  But  such  an
option  is  unrealistic.  In  our  opinion,  we  should  proceed  from



more realistic  figures with the storage limits  of  20-40  of  LPC%
from  all  tokens.  In  this  case,  there  will  be  only  1.200.000-
2.400.000 new LPC.

Given  that  the  social  network  LeoPays  is  not  created  to
accumulate  capital  from  deposits  but  to  provide  users  with
universal tools and services to promote any business, most of the
tokens will constantly be in a transactional state, that is, move
from  the  customer  to  the  provider.  The  provider,  in  turn,  can
always become a customer.

The number of new users increases every month and the necessary
number of new tokens does not have time to catch up, as a result
there is a deficit of coins on the market, which will undoubtedly
increase the cost of the token.



6. STORAGE OF TOKEN 

LPC  token  storage (LeoPaysCoin)  is  an  additional  feature  that
aims to store a certain number of coins on users' wallets. This is
done to create a deficit and increase the purchasing ability of the
token in exchange for a small monthly bonus in the form of 3%
interest of the number of coins in your wallet

You  transfer  the  token  to  the  internal  storage  wallet,  freezing
funds  for  12  months,  while  the  token  always  remains  in  your
account. At any time you can withdraw it without any sanctions.
Unfreezing is available starting from the second month.

Every  month  there  will  be  a  transfer  to  your  account  in  an
amount of 3 percent of  stored tokens and after 12 months, the
original amount of coins is also unfrozen. It can be frozen again,
exchanged for services on the platform or withdraw to the wallet.

Please note that you are not allowed to buy LPC tokens if you are
a US citizen or a resident and are not an accredited investor in the
United States.



7. THE ECONOMIC COMPONENT OF THE SOCIAL NETWORK

LeoPays social network provides absolutely free use of the basic

features of the platform. Despite this, the platform is planned to

make money on a wide range of services that will be in demand

among all categories of users.

We can point out some of their many categories:

• infopreneur

• distributors for the network companies

• online stores

• retailers

• bloggers

• regular users

You  can  identify  a  common  monetization  system  for  all  the

categories of users: the purchase of advertising packages.

There  is  a  fully-featured  advertising  portal  on  LeoPays.  This

service will allow you to create your own advertising campaigns

and broadcast ads to users on the platform. 

There are several types of ad units:

• per click
• per view



• by placement time

There are also various types of advertising:
• banner advertising
• text ads
• advertising in the news feed
• pop-up advertising
• video ads

All  advertising  campaigns  will  be  paid  for  in  LPC  tokens
exclusively.

Now let’s consider some aspects of monetization for each of the
selected categories.

7.1 Infopreneurs

Specially for the partners who create their own training courses

and master classes, we create a section in which everyone will be

able  to  conveniently  share  their  knowledge  and  skills  with  all

users of the social network.

Any user can publish his/her training course on the platform for

free.  When published for there is  no payment for access  to the

creator's content and the creator can publish up to 10 courses. 

Category monetization:

• A small monthly fee for publishing paid courses



• A  small  fee  when  a  user  purchases  paid  access  to  an

interesting course

• The creator can choose a promotion package for a period of 1

week or more to promote his/her content in TOP positions.

• Order  highly  targeted  advertising  of  your  content  among

users  of  the  platform  for  the  maximum  growth  rate  of

students in their courses.

7.2 Distributors

The social platform LeoPays will  integrate the Marketplace for
the user and network companies products. The store will allow
you to sell products that all users of the social network can see
while making purchases for the LPC.

An additional section will be created where the products of the
most  popular  network companies  of  the world will  be located.
And any partner of any company will be able to use the platform
to  attract  distributors  to  their  business  team  and  search  for
regular customers for their products. 

For example:

You are a partner of a well-known network company but you do
not have your own website or you simply do not have the time to
implement and support it.  Then you simply insert your special
partner number in the settings of the social network and everyone
who  registers  in  LeoPays  through  your  link  automatically
becomes a client in your network company. And all their partners



will become your distribution or client network.

As a result, you build the structure in several companies at once
without  spending  additional  time  on  the  development  of  each
separately.

Any user in your structure or a customer who has come through
your link purchases products through you and makes payment in
LPC tokens. The tokens go to your wallet immediately, without
waiting for payments from the company. As to everything else:
communication with companies, updating products and customer
support. It will be taken care of by our specialists.

Category monetization:
• Low monthly fee for using the company's cabinet

• The  distributor  package  promotion  in  the  TOP  of  the

platform as the leader of the network company

• Highly  targeted  advertising  for  a  particular  product  or  a

product group

7.3 Online stores

The  built-in  Marketplace  can  be  used  not  only  by  the

representatives  of  network  companies  but  also  by  the  online

stores. We have 4 main categories depending on the volume:

“MINI-SHOP”  (10 to 50 items)

“START-SHOP”  (50 to 100 items)



“STANDARD-SHOP” (100 to 500 items)

“MAXI-SHOP” (500 items and up)

Category monetization:

• Monthly  payment  for  the  slotting  of  products/services

depending on the volume.

• Package promotion to the platform TOP.

• Highlighting of a specific product in the search by color for 1

week.

• Premium store status in the special block for 1 week.

• Highly  targeted  advertising  for  a  particular  product  or  a

product group.

7.4 Retailers

Any user of the social network can sell their products, whether it's

a watch, a phone or an apartment. Up to 3 free ads per month are

available.

Category monetization:

• Placement of 4 to 10 ads.

• Placement of more than 10 ads.

• A one time ad promotion in the TOP. 

• Highlighting in search for 1 week.

• Premium status in the special block for 1 week.

• Highly  targeted  advertising  for  a  particular  product  or  a

product group.



7.5 Bloggers

For users creating unique and useful content, we have developed

a blog service with the automatic posting on Facebook, LinkedIn,

Twitter, that is integrated into the social network. Due to the fact

that your blog will be placed on a popular and highly visited site,

your articles will be posted in the top of all search engines, which

will  attract  a  large  number  of  new  readers  to  your  blog  from

outside.

Blogging is free of charge for all users!

Category monetization:

• Publishing posts in TOP, with payment for a period of 1 week

or more.

• A small fee for paid "cryptolikes" that will be left by users

• Premium status in the special block for a period of 1 week

• Hihly  targeted  advertising  to  attract  specific,  interested

users

7.6 Regular user of the social network

Anyone  who  uses  a  social  network  in  their  daily  life  and

development of  their business  has the opportunity to receive a

reward  for  their  social  activity  and  for  the  activity  of  their



personally  invited  partners  immediately  after  the  free

registration.

Monetization of this category is through purchasing of a monthly

VIP  status  in  order  to  open  a  multi-level  system  of  "Social

Mining".

Thus, a user without plan activation can receive a reward only for

his/her activity and activity of those personally invited. A user

with an active plan receives bonuses 10 lines in depth.

Any of the conditions pertaining to the considered user groups

can be changed, eliminated or modified as a result of improving

and developing the platform.

All services within the LeoPays network can be paid for in LPC

tokens only.

The cost of the services provided will depend on:

• the current market situation

• the token exchange rate on crypto-exchanges.

When  the  LPC  rate  increases,  the  cost  of  services  will  be

recalculated in order to maintain its fiat value.

For example, imagine that the cost of a promotional package is 1

LPC, which equals $0.5 in fiat currency. Suppose that the token



rate  has  risen  from  $0.5  to  $1.  The  platform  immediately

recalculates the cost of the service, and equates it to 0,5 LPC.

At the same time, if the price of the token on the exchange falls to

$0.1  as  a  result  of  market  fluctuations,  the  cost  of  the  service,

equal  to  1  token,  remains  unchanged.  Thus,  we  keep  the

minimum  cost  of  the  token  for  advertising  services  and

promotion within the system at the level of $0.5 for 1 LPC. Due to

this, we keep the purchase price of the token at a minimum level

above the market. 

The cost of the product in the marketplace is tied to the value of

the token. Thus, if the price of the token grows, the value of the

product  in  tokens  will  decrease.  If  the  price  of  the  token

decreases, the value of the product in tokens will increase. Thus,

the value of the product in a fiat currency always remains stable

under any fluctuations in the market.



8. EXCHANGE LISTING OF TOKENS

A slow increase in the number of users on the social network can
contribute to a slow growth in the turnover of the token on the
platform as well as a decrease in its exchange among its holders
on the internal exchange service. To avoid these risks the LPC will
be listed on popular exchanges where anyone can sell it like any
other token.  And the users  of  the social  network can buy  it  to
activate internal services.

Please note, you are not allowed to buy LPC tokens if you are a
citizen or a resident of the USA and are not an accredited investor
in the United States. 

Immediately after the completion of the ICO the token will be
listed  on  the  EtherDelta  exchange.  Negotiations  with  other
exchanges are also under way. 

Thus, the demand for the LPC token will cease to depend only on
users of LeoPays acquiring tokens to pay for services. The token
will become available to a wider range of people, which in turn
will lead to greater popularization of the project.



9. STRATEGY

Immediately after LeoPays tokenization users need to purchase
LPC tokens. This is due to the fact that despite the free access to
the social network and the possibility of using certain features of
the  platform  for  free,  it  is  much  more  efficient  and  more
promising to use paid services.
This applies to online stores, private sellers, bloggers, and regular
users when selling their products and services or getting bonuses
on the "Social Mining".
In  the  course  of  work,  users  will  need  to  purchase  services  to
promote their online store or a private ad, a blog or a training
course.
With the growing popularity of the site, the number of new users
will  also  increase.  The  demand  for  tokens  will  be  directly
proportional  to  the  demand  for  the  site  services.  We  plan  to
achieve  this  demand  by  marketing  and  promoting  the  site  to
different language groups, as well as its mass popularization.
We have a strategy of network development where all our users
and token holders play center stage. We have an isolated network
of distributed, secure servers that has the latest security system.

We  offer  a  user-friendly  interface  and  professional  support  for
users  of  our  platform.  Our  team  is  developing  a  system  of
scalability and methods to increase the number of users.

We offer fully anonymous transfers around the world with no fee.
Since we have no affiliation with the banking system, we do not
require  verification  of  data  identification.  Everything  is  done



with the help of the digital currency, the LPC token. 

The LeoPays social  network involves modern technologies that
provide  the  most  popular  features  used  in  all  modern  social
networks.

We have an experienced team and a product that has already been
launched and tested. Our team has many years of experience in
designing systems that  are  safe  and  capable  of  managing large
volumes of users. Currently, the LeoPays platform can be found
on  the  Internet.  After  completing  the  ICO  the  apps  will  be
released in the Google Play Store and iOS App Store.

The LeoPays  development  plan is  to  allow  our  users  to  decide
what data to show. The potential  revenue from mining will  be
calculated  on  this  basis.  The  result  of  the  fact  that  the  users
choose which data to show about themselves is that it will allow
advertisers  to  more  accurately  target  their  audience  and  not
waste advertising funds on pointless viewings of advertising.

We intend to stimulate the further growth of the social network
with the help of a referral program. It will motivate the existing
users to familiarize their friends and acquaintances with our offer.



10. TARGET AUDIENCE GROWTH FORECASTS

At  the  moment,  our  target  audience  is  more  than  200,000,000

people using the Internet and social networks directly to develop

their  businesses,  sell  products  and services,  promote blogs  and

courses.  The  total  number  of  users  of  social  networks  exceeds

3,000,000,000 and this number is growing every year. Based on

this,  we  made  some  calculations  regardeing  the  growth  of  the

target audience.

10.1 Pessimistic forecast:

We reach less than 10 thousand users in one quarter, a total

of 40 thousand users in the first year of operation.

10.2 Statistically average forecast:

We  reach  50  thousand  users  per  quarter,  a  total  of  200

thousand users in the first year of operation.

10.3 Optimistic forecast:

We reach a minimum of 100 thousand users per quarter, a

total  of  more  than  400 thousand  users  in  the  first  year  of

operation.

10.4 Overoptimistic forecast:

Here we do not rule out geometric growth in the number of

users, due to the presented motivational tools and proposals.



11. MARKET ACTIVITY

For a long time, we watched as users tested our platform and all
that  it  offers.  This  allowed  us  to  identify  the  relevance  of  our
direction.  Having  launched  a  social  network,  we  saw  people's
interest in our work

As a result of the funds raised during the ICO, we will be able to
drastically  increase  our  performance.  For  this  purpose,  we
allocate 30  of the collected funds, which will allow us to scale%
the audience and cover popular and numerous language groups.



12. THE PLATFORM TEAM

In  the  light  of  recent  developments  in  the  world  of
cryptocurrencies  and  events  related  to  blackmail,  the  theft  of
employees and threats from influential structures, it was decided
not  to  disclose  the  development  team  members  or  other
employees  who  wished  to  remain  anonymous.  In  addition,
LeoPays  is  a  social  network  that  operates  independently  of
countries, borders, special services and any other circumstances.
We set out to provide anonymity not only for the users, but for
our team as well, as the exposure of the team can adversely affect
the entire development of the network.

Selianinov Roman
CEO
Founder, entrepreneur, ideological 
mastermind

Rucheva Maria
CBO
Business lady, cryptoinvestor, entrepreneur,
business analyst

Kashanova Karina
CMO
Business lady, business coach, entrepreneur,
marketer

https://www.facebook.com/leopayscom
https://www.facebook.com/maria.ruchyeva
https://www.facebook.com/v.karinam


Guryev Alexey 
CMO
Business coach, entrepreneur, сrypto-
enthusiast

Advisers:

Toropov Anton
Expert on traffic, crypto-enthusiast, analyst

The platform's management is open to communication with users
and investors.  The plans  include visiting the blockchain events
after  the ICO completion.  Our team is  open  for  consultations,
new partners and employees in various fields of activity. 

As we approach the launch of the final stage of the ICO, our team
will increase in size, recruiting new employees, consultants and
assistants. If you are ready to share your experience with us, to
contribute to the development and promotion of the platform,
send an application to our email: partner@leopays.com 

mailto:partner@leopays.com
https://www.facebook.com/MasterLeo44
https://www.facebook.com/bablorru


13. ROADMAP

The idea of creating a platform

The beginning of work on the implementation of
ideas 

Internal testing, completion of code and functions

Running the Beta version of the platform

Platform Update

Hosting service

E-mail auto-respondent LeoMail-2.0

Facebook Automation LeoPost-1.0 

Advertising platform AdLeoPays-1.0



Launching the platform update
E-mail auto-respondent LeoMail-2.0
Facebook Automation LeoPost-2.0

Automation in Instagram LeoGram-1.0
Research into  the possibility  of  tokenization and
the transition to smart contracts

Work on the creation of ICO
Automation in Instagram LeoGram-2.0
Automating Facebook LeoPost-3.0

Test closed beta of the platform update
Work on the account of the investor

Running  a  social  network  on  the  platform
Running of an advertising platform AdLeoPays-2.0
Running the "social mining" function"

A beta version of the Cabinet of investor
Preparing platforms for tokenization
Start of work on service automation:



- Twitter 
- Linkedin 
- Vkontakte
- Telegram

Platform tokenization
Binding the token to the main functions.
Bloging LeoBlog-1.0
Start trading platform LeoShop-1.0
The opening of the Central office LeoPays
Token listing on major exchanges
Launch of the education center
Development of innovative messenger LeoPays 

Integration  of  tokens  into  all  services  of  the
platform (depending on the ICO result) 
Video, audio chat messages
The launch of the video service
Launch of push mailing service

Live broadcast service
Webinar room
Autowebinar service
Starting  on service automation:

- Twitter
- Linkedin
- Vkontakte
- Telegram



Launching an innovative messenger LeoPays



14.  THE ICO DETAILS

Name of the token: LeoPaysCoin

Symbol: LPC

Token standard: ERC20

Decimal places: 8

Token role: the Utility token (commodity). Used to buy products

and services on the LeoPays platform and partner sites.

Output: 1.000.000.000 LPC

To  be  distributed  during  the  period  of  ICO: 200,000,000  LPC

(hereinafter only mining and bonuses for storage)

Volume available for sale: 146,000,000 LPC (73  of the offer)%

Company: 50.000.000 LPC

Bounty: 4.000.000 LPC

All  unsold  and  unallocated  tokens  will  be  sent  to  the  "Social

Mining" wallet and will be charged monthly based on the activity

of users on the social network and on the storage of the token.

14.1 PRE-ICO

Soft cap: 400 ETH

Hard cap: 4.000 ETH

From July 15, 2018, to September 9, 2018 

Sales rate 1 ETH = 5.000 LPC



Token allocation date: a week after the closing of Token Sale 

There is an additional bonus of 5-40  depending on the date and%

amount of participation.

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Bonus, % 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5

14.2 ICO 

Soft cap: 4.000 ETH

Hard cap: 40.000 ETH

From September 16, 2018, to November 11, 2018

Sales rate 1 ETH = 2.500 LPC

Token allocation date: a week after the closing of Token Sale 

There is an additional bonus of 5-30  depending on the date and%

amount of participation.

Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Bonus, % 30 25 20 15 10 5 - -

Accepted  currencies: Ethereum,  Bitcoin,  Ethereum  Classic,

Bitcoin Cash, Fiat



15. ALLOCATION OF FUNDS

Available for sale in the ICO phase 200,000,000 LPC

10% of the tokens will be sold in stage of the PRE-ICO

63%  will be available to buyers in stage of the ICO.

2% of tokens will be distributed during the Bounty company.

We reserved:

10%  of all tokens for our team and advisory staff.

15%  (the "Reserve Fund") will be reserved for the development

of the social network.

Budget allocation overview

The budget given below assumes a scenario where the minimum

amount of 4.000 ETH will allow a complete transfer of existing



assets into the cryptoplane, increase the security and anonymity

of the platform. For these purposes, we plan to allocate 60  of%

the total budget.

After collecting the minimum amount, additional funds will be

used  to  create  additional  features,  the  development  of  an

integrated API,  marketing  and  the  overall  development  of  the

platform, the creation and improvement of new modules on the

platform,  as  well  as  refinement  and  improvement  of  already

existing modules.

Funds received from the ICO will be allocated as follows:

Development of modules, applications, etc.: 40%

Marketing and promotion: 30%

Company: 5%

The legal side: 5%

Network Security: 20%



16.  CONDITIONS  FOR  DISTRIBUTION  AND  LOCKING  OF
TOKENS

LeoPays  team  tokens  will  be  locked  for  2  years  and  will  be
unfrozen in equal parts every six months. The first unfreezing is 6
months after the completion of the ICO.

The tokens of consultants and early supporters will be locked for
1 month from the completion of the ICO.

Tokens allocated to Bounty participants will be locked from 2 to 4
weeks from the completion of the ICO.

The "Reserve Fund" tokens will be partially locked.
25  of the Reserve Fund tokens do not have a lock and will be%
used to ensure reliable operation of the platform.
75  of  the  Reserve  Fund  tokens  will  start  to  be  distributed  6%
months  after  the completion  of  the ICO for  the period  of  two
years  in  equal  parts  to  promote  and  scale  LeoPays  on  the
international market.

All other tokens will not be frozen.

The ICO will be stopped immediately after selling all the tokens
allocated for a particular stage of the ICO.



17. CONTACTS AND SOCIAL NETWORKS

mailto:partner@leopays.com
https://www.facebook.com/LeoPaysCoin
https://golos.io/@leopayscoin
https://leopays.com/
https://vk.com/LeoPaysCoin
https://www.instagram.com/leopayscoin
https://medium.com/@LeoPaysCoin
https://twitter.com/LeoPaysCoin
https://t.me/LeoPaysCoin
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